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ABSTRACT
This study aims to determine the occurrence of day of the week effect, the occurrence of monday effect, the occurrence of weekend
effect, and the effect of day trading on the daily return of shares in the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The sample used in this research
is daily return data of company stock LQ 45 period of February 2017 until January 2018 which amounted to 45 company. Data
analysis technique used is one sample t-test for day of the week effect, independent sample t-test for Monday effect and weekend
effect, and multiple linear regression analysis dummy variable to find the effect of trading day to daily stock return. The results
showed that there was no significant difference between daily stock return on trading days in a week on the Indonesia Stock
Exchange. Then, there is Monday Effect on the trading of shares in Indonesia Stock Exchange, there is a weekend effect on stock
trading in Indonesia Stock Exchange, and also there is influence of trading day to daily return of shares in Indonesia Stock
Exchange.
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